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The scene is set 

Spectacular Farnham Castle is the perfect setting for 
your day of love and laughter. From the moment you 
arrive, everything is in place to make your wedding as 
magical as you always dreamed it would be. 
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The final 
preparations

The first glasses are raised in the historic Gatehouse 
where you and your bridal party will gather and prepare  
for the ceremony and celebrations. You’ve attended  
to every last detail and now the only thing left to do  
is say “I do”.
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Your exchange 
of vows

You can choose to walk down the aisle in the  
charming Lantern Hall or in one of our traditional 
chapels. Wherever you exchange your vows, you  
will be surrounded by family and friends and  
hundreds of years of history.
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Let the 
celebrations 
begin

Married life begins in a shower of petals and a flurry of 
congratulations, with photo calls to follow. The Castle 
and the grounds are yours to enjoy and explore, from 
the manicured lawns to the Norman Keep.
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Slip away from the madness briefly, take some time 
together and capture the moment – everywhere  
you look there’s a photo opportunity.
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Dining in  
grand style

When you and your guests enter the 12th Century 
Great Hall, you are following in the footsteps of 
Kings and Queens. Take your seats for a procession 
of exceptional food – a thoroughly modern banquet 
surrounded by the people you love most in the world.
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PARTYING the 
night away

As the evening draws in and first dance begins, the 
celebrations continue. It’s just you, your family and 
friends and this is going to be a party like no other. 
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Sweet dreams

After the whirl of your wedding day, you can retire to 
the elegant retreat that is your honeymoon suite. Time 
for a final glass and a toast for two. For your guests, 32 
wonderfully comfortable bedrooms await.
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The next morning, you share 
breakfast and stories from the 
celebrations with your family 
and friends in the Library, with 
stunning views over Farnham. 
The occasion may be drawing 
to a close, but the story has 
only just begun…
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Your perfect day

We would be delighted to discuss your plans for your 
big day – please contact our wedding specialists and we 
can arrange a time to show you around. Fall in love with 
Farnham Castle...
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